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Abstract 
The paper introduces a lexical database covering anaphoric discourse connectives. The database 
contains 80 most frequently used connective units consisting of (in their current use or historically) a 
preposition and an anaphoric element, cf. the connective thereafter containing a preposition after and 
an anaphoric part there. The database has two parts. The first part includes German anaphoric 
connectives and their most common equivalents in Czech and English. The second one consists of 
Czech anaphoric connectives and their counterparts in German and English. The involvement of 
German, Czech and English enables the use of the database in foreign language teaching with a focus 
on deepening the productive language skills of students. In addition, the database can be used by 
translators as well as in the machine translation area. 

Keywords: language in use, text comprehension, writing skills, text coherence, discourse connectives, 
anaphora, anaphoric connectives, machine translation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the paper is to present a dictionary database containing frequently used discourse 
connectives – language expressions contributing to the overall text coherence. Foreign language 
learners often have problems with the practical use of these text-structuring devices. When creating a 
text, they omit discourse connectives or misuse them, mainly by confusing their meaning. 

Therefore, we decided to create a medium-sized database of connective expressions that can serve as 
a tool for foreign language teaching or self-study. The aim is to improve the individual writing skills in 
the target language and thus to enhance the productive language skills of students. The database 
focuses on linking of German, Czech, and partially English. 

Discourse connectives play a significant role in text structuring – they express discourse relations 
between text units. Their presence helps readers understand the text better and faster. Proper use of 
discourse connectives ensures text coherence, making the text continuous and fluent. 

There is a specific group of so-called anaphoric connectives that contain an expression referring to the 
surrounding (con)text like the part there in the English connective therefore, da in German darum 
'therefore' or to in Czech proto 'therefore'. Thus, the anaphoric connectives contribute to text coherence 
from two points of view – on the one hand, they express the relationship between two parts of the text, 
and on the other, they link the text by performing a reference function.  

The phenomenon of anaphoricity in connectives is a relatively new linguistic topic. Webber et al. [20] 
divide discourse connectives into structural (taking arguments qua the syntactic configuration) and 
anaphoric (mostly adverbials). Their research is based on English material. German anaphoric 
connectives are studied in [17]. Anaphoricity in Czech connectives is explored in [6] and [12]. German-
Czech comparison of anaphoric connectives is introduced in [5] and [11]. 

The aim of the current paper is to introduce the lexical database of anaphoric connectives in German 
and Czech containing also English equivalents, and to linguistically describe the basic features of 
anaphoric connective devices ensuring text coherence. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The paper focuses on grammaticalized connectives that consist of a preposition and an anaphoric part. 
In the analysis, we compare the occurrence of these connectives in two typologically different languages 
– German and Czech. 
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Prepositional anaphoric connectives in German were investigated using the German Discourse 
Marker Lexicon (DimLex) [16, 18] aiming to cover all German discourse connectives in current use. 
The Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0 (PDiT) [15] was used for selection of suitable connectives in 
Czech. We were looking for connectives such as trotzdem in German and přesto in Czech (both 
meaning 'despite this'). 

German has a stronger tendency to word-formation by composition than Czech. Therefore, German 
contains also more grammaticalized anaphoric connectives. In other words, the anaphoric 
connectives occurring as a single word in German can exist as a multi-word unit in Czech. For 
example, the German fully grammaticalized connective stattdessen has a multi-word counterpart 
místo toho in Czech (‘instead’). Both connectives – stattdessen as well as místo toho – have the same 
structure consisting of a preposition (statt/místo) and an anaphoric part (dessen/toho). For this reason, 
we selected also such Czech connective units that are not yet fully grammaticalized but fulfill the 
structure “preposition + anaphoric part” like the Czech connective kvůli tomu that has a single word 
unit counterpart deswegen in German (‘because of this’). 

In the next step, we excerpted the most common foreign equivalents of anaphoric connectives in 
parallel translations. In case of German anaphoric connectives, we searched for their counterparts in 
Czech and English. Concerning the Czech part of the database, we looked for equivalents in German 
and English. We worked with a wide range of parallel texts from the InterCorp corpus [1, 3, 10]. The 
contextual synonyms were found using the Treq tool [19]. 

Each source connective is also provided with its main possible meanings based on the DimLex [16, 
18] and CzeDLex [4] lexicon. For example, the Czech connective zatímco – as well as its German 
equivalent während and the English equivalent while – can express either a temporal meaning 
(synchronicity of two events), or comparison (contrast). The connective senses were distinguished 
according to the concept of the Penn Discourse Treebank [9]. This corpus works with four major sense 
groups: contingency, expansion, comparison, and temporal.  

3 LANGUAGE DATA 
Corpus InterCorp [1, 3, 10] is a large source of parallel language data. It contains texts in 40 
languages, in German, Czech and English among others. InterCorp consists of journalistic, legal and 
administrative texts, Bible translations, subtitles and fiction. The German part (version 11) consists of 
95 148 texts (6 682 041 sentences, 103 598 226 positions), the Czech part numbers 109 052 texts 
(22 749 813 sentences, 248 083 837 positions) and the English part 108 948 texts (13 606 899 
sentences, 154 423 032 positions).  

The Prague Discourse Treebank (PDiT) is a corpus of Czech newspaper texts. It was built on the 
data of the Prague Dependency Treebank [2]. The PDiT contains 3 165 annotated documents (49 431 
sentences and 833 195 tokens). A detailed annotation of semantico-pragmatic text relations 
expressed by discourse connectives (including the anaphoric ones) was carried out on the whole PDiT 
data. The PDiT 1.0 was published as [7] (described in detail in [8]), the PDiT 2.0 as [15]. The analysis 
was performed on the version PDiT 2.0 (reflecting the division of connectives into primary and 
secondary [13, 14]). 

German Discourse Marker Lexicon [16, 18] (DimLex) contains 275 German connectives. The 
lexicon aims to cover all known German discourse connectives. It contains possible orthographic 
connective variants, information about connective ambiguity with examples of non-connective 
readings or syntactic connective category.  

The CzeDLex [4] is a lexicon of Czech discourse connectives, both anaphoric and non-anaphoric. 
Technically, it follows a similar scheme as the DimLex. The CzeDLex contains 205 connective 
lemmas.  

4 RESULTS 
In the result section, we describe the Anaphoric Connective Database (presented in 4.1). The database 
consists of two parts: German and Czech. The German part contains the most frequent single-word 
connectives consisting of a preposition and an anaphoric element. A number of the most frequently used 
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translations in Czech and English are assigned to each source connective, and its basic meanings are 
described. 

The Czech part covers the most common anaphoric connectives in Czech – this time, however, both 
single- and multi-word. Similarly as in the previous case, their most frequent equivalents in German and 
English are provided, as well as their basic meanings.  

The comparison of the German and Czech part of the database demonstrates that German contains 
more prepositional anaphoric connectives than Czech. While the German part has more than 50 units, 
the Czech part is noticeably smaller. If we take into account only single-word connectives, German 
contains about 3 times more grammaticalized anaphoric connective units than Czech. Therefore, we 
can make a conclusion that the frequency of anaphoric connectives are language specific. 

Moreover, the prepositional anaphoric connectives in Czech and German also differ in their form, 
specifically in the order of their components (the preposition and anaphoric element). While Czech 
contains only the anaphoric connectives following the structure "preposition + anaphoric element" 
(přesto – 'despite this'), German enables also the reverse order. More precisely, we find both types of 
ordering in German, i.e. "preposition + anaphoric element" (nachdem – 'after this') as well as "anaphoric 
element + preposition" (demnach – 'therefore'). Interestingly, the change in ordering can affect the 
meaning of connectives in German, cf. the connectives nachdem and demnach. While nachdem 
expresses the temporal category, demnach represents a discourse relation in the contingency category 
(result). Typically, anaphoric connectives in Czech and German consist of a preposition and (a single) 
anaphoric element. In addition, a special type appears in German – connectives having two anaphoric 
parts, cf. hieraufhin ('subsequently').  

As mentioned above, the connective database contains Czech and German original connectives and 
their foreign equivalents (synonyms). Concerning the degree of synonymy, we can find counterparts 
that are equal to a large extent (e.g. German daher, Czech proto and English therefore).  

However, the overview of connectives demonstrates that foreign-language equivalents are mostly not 
“pure” synonyms. In some cases, the connectives are translated in a rather unexpected way. Therefore, 
the database includes several possible foreign equivalents (cf. German daher and its English 
counterparts therefore, so, thus, consequently, or accordingly) – some of them are closer synonyms to 
the original connective, while others are usable as equivalents only in a limited number of contexts. 
Concerning the frequency in the translated texts, daher corresponds mainly to the English connective 
therefore. However, the database provides also other English counterparts of daher that were used in 
translations with lower frequency. At the same time, these less frequent counterparts may be the most 
common equivalents for other connectives – e.g. English so is the most frequent translation of German 
so. Discourse connectives and their foreign counterparts are thus interestingly interconnected.   

Example (1) demonstrates the use of a connective daraufhin in German and its translations in English 
and Czech found in the corpus InterCorp. The data of this corpus were used for selecting the most 
common foreign equivalents of Czech and German anaphoric connectives in the lexical database. 

(1) German: Letztes Jahr, also 2010, prüften wir mithilfe bilateraler Treffen, Umfragen und einer eigens 
dafür vorgesehenen Konferenz im September die aktuelle Situation der Freiwilligenarbeit. Daraufhin 
verfassten wir am 23. September die Mitteilung, in der ein stufenweiser Ansatz für die Einführung eines 
solchen Korps vorgeschlagen wird. 

English: Last year, 2010, we reviewed the existing situation of volunteering, through bilateral meetings, 
surveys and a dedicated conference in September 2010. As a result, on 23 September we adopted the 
communication setting up a phased approach for the corps. 

Czech: Loni, tj. v roce 2010, jsme prostřednictvím dvoustranných setkání, průzkumů a specializované 
konference konané v září 2010 provedli revizi stávající situace v dobrovolnické činnosti. Následně jsme 
23. září schválili sdělení, které stanovilo fáze vytvoření dobrovolnického sboru. 
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4.1 Anaphoric Connective Database 

4.1.1 Database – German part: Czech and English equivalents 

German 
Anaphoric 

Connectives 
Czech Equivalents English Equivalents Meaning: PDTB3 Category 

außerdem 
kromě toho, také, navíc, 
rovněž, dále, mimoto, 
zároveň 

also, in addition, moreover, 
furthermore, besides EXPANSION: Conjunction  

dabei přitom, přičemž  at the same time, yet 

TEMPORAL: Synchronous; 
COMPARISON: Concession; 
EXPANSION: Manner; 
COMPARISON: Concession 

dadurch tím, tak, proto therby, thus, therefore, 
consequently 

CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result; 
EXPANSION: Manner 

dafür zato, proto therefore COMPARISON: Contrast 

dagegen proti tomu, naproti tomu, 
naopak, však, zato 

in/by contrast, however, on 
the other hand, on the 
contrary   

COMPARISON: Contrast  

daher proto, tedy, tudíž, takže, tak therefore, so, thus, 
consequently, accordingly CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result 

dahingegen však however COMPARISON: Contrast  

damit aby, tím, tedy, což so that, in order to, thus, 
therefore 

CONTINGENCY: Purpose; 
CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result 

danach pak, potom, poté, nato 
after this/that, then, 
thereafter, afterwards, 
subsequently, later 

TEMPORAL: Asynchronous  

daneben vedle toho, kromě toho, dále 
in addition, also, moreover, 
furthermore, apart from 
this/that  

EXPANSION: Conjunction  

darauf nato, potom, poté, pak later, then, thereafter, 
afterwards TEMPORAL: Asynchronous  

daraufhin nato, poté, pak, následně, 
potom, načež 

subsequently, then, 
consequently, thereupon 

CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result; 
TEMPORAL: Asynchronous; 
CONTINGENCY: Cause: Reason 

darum proto, tak, tedy, takže, tudíž 
that's why, therefore, so, 
that's the reason, for 
this/that reason  

CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result  

davor předtím, dřív(e)  before TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 

dazu navíc moreover, besides, in 
addition 

CONTINGENCY: Purpose; 
EXPANSION: Conjunction 

dementgegen naproti tomu in contrast COMPARISON: Contrast  

demgegenüber naproti tomu, naopak, proti 
tomu, na druhé straně 

in/by contrast, on the other 
hand, however  COMPARISON: Contrast 

demnach tedy, proto, podle toho, 
tudíž, takže, v důsledku toho 

therefore, so, thus, 
consequently, accordingly CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result  

demzufolge proto, v důsledku toho, tedy, 
tudíž 

therefore, consequently, as 
a result CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result  

deswegen 
proto; z tohoto důvodu; to je 
důvod, proč; kvůli tomu; 
tedy; tudíž; takže 

therefore, that's why, for 
this/that reason, so, 
consequently  

CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result 

hierauf nato, potom, pak, načež thereupon TEMPORAL: Asynchronous  
hieraufhin v důsledku toho subsequently TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 

hierdurch tím, tak thereby EXPANSION: Manner;     
CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result 
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hierfür za tímto účelem, k tomuto 
účelu, pro tento účel 

for this/that purpose, 
therefor  CONTINGENCY: Purpose 

hiermit tímto hereby EXPANSION: Manner 

hiernach podle toho, po tom všem according to this, after this  CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result; 
TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 

hierzu 
za tím(to) účelem, v této 
souvislosti, vzhledem k 
tomu, proto 

for this/that purpose CONTINGENCY: Purpose 

hingegen 

naproti tomu, naopak, však, 
zato, zatímco, na druhé 
straně, kdežto, oproti tomu, 
zase, avšak, ale 

however, on the other hand, 
in/by contrast, on the 
contrary, while, instead, but, 
conversely  

COMPARISON: Contrast  

hinterher potom, pak, později, poté afterwards, later TEMPORAL: Asynchronous  

indem tím, že; neboť; protože; 
přičemž as EXPANSION: Manner 

indessen 
však, mezitím, zatím, 
zatímco, ale, přesto, ovšem, 
avšak, nicméně, jenže 

however, meanwhile, 
nevertheless 

TEMPORAL: Synchronous; 
COMPARISON: Contrast 

infolgedessen 
v důsledku toho, proto, 
takže, následkem toho, 
tudíž, tedy 

as a result, consequently, 
therefore, accordingly, in 
consequence  

CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result  

mithin tedy, proto, tudíž, takže, tak therefore, thus, 
consequently, hence 

CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result; 
COMPARISON: Concession 

nachdem když, poté, jakmile, potom when, once, as soon as, as TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 

nachher potom, pak, později, poté later, afterwards, 
subsequently TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 

nebenher mimochodem, vedle toho besides TEMPORAL: Synchronous; 
EXPANSION: Conjunction 

seitdem od té doby (co/kdy) since TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 

seither od té doby  since TEMPORAL: Asynchronous; 
TEMPORAL: Synchronous 

stattdessen místo toho, namísto toho, 
naopak instead, rather EXPANSION: Substitution 

trotzdem přesto, nicméně, stejně, 
však, ale, přece 

nevertheless, still, yet, 
anyway, however, 
nonetheless, but, despite 
this/that, even so, though  

COMPARISON: Concession 

überdies navíc, kromě toho, nadto, 
rovněž, dále, mimoto, také 

moreover, also, in addition, 
furthermore, besides EXPANSION: Conjunction  

unterdessen mezitím, zatím, přitom meanwhile, in the meantime  COMPARISON: Contrast; 
TEMPORAL: Synchronous 

vorher předtím, dřív(e), napřed before, previously, first, in 
advance, earlier, beforehand TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 

währenddessen mezitím, zatím, přitom meanwhile, in the meantime  TEMPORAL: Synchronous; 
COMPARISON: Contrast  

weswegen proto, takže, pročež so, therefore CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result  

wobei přičemž, přitom taking into account, whereby 

TEMPORAL: Synchronous; 
EXPANSION: Level-of-detail; 
COMPARISON: Concession; 
CONTINGENCY: Cause: Reason 

wodurch čímž, takže, díky tomu thereby, thus CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result; 
EXPANSION: Manner 

wogegen zatímco, proti čemu(ž), 
kdežto whereas, while COMPARISON: Contrast  
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wohingegen zatímco, kdežto, přičemž whereas, while, whilst 
COMPARISON: Contrast; 
COMPARISON: Concession; 
EXPANSION: Conjunction 

womit s čím, což, čímž thus, thereby  
CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result; 
EXPANSION: Manner; 
EXPANSION: Conjunction 

wonach podle čeho(ž), načež whereby, according to which TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 
worauf načež, nato, poté whereupon TEMPORAL: Asynchronous 

woraufhin načež, nato whereupon, subsequently TEMPORAL: Asynchronous; 
CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result 

zudem 

navíc, také, kromě toho, 
rovněž, dále, nadto, i, 
zároveň, též, mimoto, mimo 
jiné, k tomu 

also, moreover, furthermore, 
in addition  EXPANSION: Conjunction  

4.1.2 Database – Czech part: German and English equivalents 

Czech 
Grammaticalized 

Anaphoric 
Connectives 

German Equivalents English Equivalents Meaning: PDTB3 
Category 

mezitím 

inzwischen, mittlerweile, unterdessen, 
indessen, in der Zwischenzeit, 
dazwischen, währenddessen, 
zwischendurch, zwischenzeitlich 

meanwhile, in the 
meantime, while  

TEMPORAL: 
Synchronous 

mimoto außerdem, darüber hinaus, überdies besides, moreover, in 
addition, furthermore, also  

EXPANSION: 
Conjunction  

nadto überdies, außerdem, zudem, darüber 
hinaus, obendrein, zumal 

moreover, in addition, 
furthermore, besides, also 

EXPANSION: 
Conjunction 

nato darauf, später, danach, daraufhin later, then, afterwards, 
thereafter, thereupon  

TEMPORAL: 
Asynchronous 

natož geschweige, gar, ganz zu schweigen von let alone, not to mention EXPANSION: 
Conjunction  

poté nachdem, dann, danach, darauf, 
daraufhin, sodann, nachher 

then, thereafter, later, 
afterwards, subsequently 

TEMPORAL: 
Asynchronous 

potom dann, danach, nachher, darauf, nachdem, 
anschließend, hinterher, sodann 

then, later, afterwards, 
thereafter 

TEMPORAL: 
Asynchronous 

proto daher, deshalb, darum, aus diesem 
Grund, deswegen, folglich, demnach 

therefore, this/that's why, 
so, thus, for this reason, 
consequently, accordingly, 
hence, as a result, in 
consequence  

CONTINGENCY: 
Cause: Result 

protože weil, denn, da because, since, as, for 
 
CONTINGENCY: 
Cause: Reason 

předtím zuvor, vorher, bevor, früher, vorhin, davor, 
vordem before, earlier, previously TEMPORAL: 

Asynchronous 

přesto trotzdem, dennoch, doch, jedoch 
yet, still, nevertheless, but, 
however, though, despite 
this, nonetheless 

COMPARISON: 
Concession 

přestože obwohl, obgleich, zwar, wenngleich, 
trotzdem, obschon 

although, though, despite 
the fact, even though 

COMPARISON: 
Concession 

přičemž wobei, während, dabei while EXPANSION: 
Conjunction 
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přitom dabei, zugleich, hierbei while, yet, at the same 
time, meanwhile  

EXPANSION: 
Conjunction; 
COMPARISON: 
Contrast; 
COMPARISON: 
Concession; 
TEMPORAL: 
Synchronous 

zatímco während, obwohl, wohingegen, indes, 
indessen while, as, whereas, whilst 

COMPARISON: 
Contrast; 
TEMPORAL: 
Synchronous 

zato dafür, aber, dagegen, hingegen but, on the other hand, 
however, while, whereas  

COMPARISON: 
Contrast 

díky tomu  damit, dadurch, deshalb, infolgedessen, 
somit, deswegen 

thanks to this, because of 
this, as a result, therefore 

CONTINGENCY: 
Cause: Result 

k tomu dazu in addition, besides EXPANSION: 
Conjunction  

kromě toho  

außerdem, darüber hinaus, auch, zudem, 
ferner, zusätzlich, überdies, des Weiteren, 
dazu, im Übrigen, weiterhin, abgesehen 
davon, daneben, hinzu kommt, ebenso, 
übrigens, nebenbei, desgleichen, weiters, 
ergänzend dazu 

in addition, moreover, 
furthermore, besides 

EXPANSION: 
Conjunction  

kvůli tomu deswegen, deshalb, dafür, darüber, dazu, 
darum 

because of this, that's why, 
that's the reason, for this 
reason  

CONTINGENCY: 
Cause: Result 

místo toho stattdessen, vielmehr, dagegen instead, rather than EXPANSION: 
Substitution 

na rozdíl od toho im Gegensatz dazu/hierzu unlike, contrary to COMPARISON: 
Contrast 

naproti tomu  
dagegen, hingegen, im Gegensatz 
dazu/hierzu, andererseits, demgegenüber, 
im Gegenteil, trotzdem 

by/in contrast, conversely, 
on the other hand, 
however, on the contrary  

COMPARISON: 
Contrast  

navzdory tomu trotzdem, dennoch, doch, obwohl, trotz 
allem, allerdings, dessen ungeachtet 

nevertheless, despite the 
fact, though, in spite of all 
this, even though, 
nonetheless   

COMPARISON: 
Concession 

oproti tomu dagegen, hingegen, demgegenüber, im 
Gegensatz dazu/hierzu 

in/by contrast, compared 
to, as opposed to this  

COMPARISON: 
Contrast 

vedle toho daneben, außerdem, zudem, zusätzlich, 
nebenbei, andererseits 

in addition, moreover, 
besides, furthermore 

EXPANSION: 
Conjunction 

vzhledem k tomu angesichts dessen, im Hinblick darauf, 
infolgedessen 

whereas, given this, 
considering this, having 
regard to this 

CONTINGENCY: 
Cause: Result 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
In the paper, we introduced the lexical database of discourse anaphoric connectives. It contains 80 basic 
connective units in German and Czech. Each of them is assigned a number of equivalents in two other 
languages. In addition to the most frequent foreign-language equivalents, the database provides also 
other possible counterparts (so-called contextual synonyms).  

Therefore, the database can serve not only to search for foreign-language equivalents but also 
synonyms of connectives in the same language. When searching for synonyms, the division of 
connectives into semantic groups (contingency, expansion, comparison, and temporal) helps for better 
orientation of the database user. 
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The database can serve students when learning foreign languages, namely German, Czech and 
English. It provides a medium-sized, easy-to-search repertoire of frequently used prepositional 
anaphoric connectives. Its aim is to improve writing skills of students through ensuring better continuity 
and fluency of their texts, and thus to enhance their overall language competence. 
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